Case study
Progressive Building Society

Progressive Building Society partners
with Novosco for managed services
The customer
The Progressive Building Society is an integral part of the life of Northern
Ireland. Born out of the merger of five tiny societies, it first opened its
doors under the ‘Progressive’ name in 1914. The society continues to grow
through strong and vibrant leadership, and counts itself amongst the ‘Top
10’ building societies in the United Kingdom with assets of over £1.6 billion.

The challenge
Many of the business critical internal applications are deployed using
a Citrix XenDesktop™ platform. As early adopters of server and desktop
virtualisation, The Progressive Building Society had developed a
relatively small, but capable in-house IT department. As demand from users
and customers grew, the adoption rate of new technology also accelerated.
The in-house IT department recognised that their core function was
to support the needs of their customers, aligned to critical applications,
rather than the infrastructure that housed them. The Progressive
sought a move to a more suitable support model which provided a
proactive managed support solution, offering ownership and uptime
guarantees on core infrastructure.

The solution
The Progressive Building Society had previously engaged in upgrade
projects spanning multiple hardware and software platforms. This led
to recognition of the need to continuously improve upon staff training.
With the focus on maintaining the internal service levels of their own
demanding user community, the Progressive Building Society preferred
to outsource this element of support.

Overview
Challenges
• Rapid growth in demand
• Constrained IT resources
• A desire to focus on the
end user experience
• Rapidly changing security
landscape and increasing
cybersecurity threat

Solution
• EMC VNX
• EMC Avamar
• VMware vSphere
• Zerto Virtual Replication

Benefits
• Improved end user
experience
• Proactive managed support
• Increased capability for
backup and disaster
recovery

Novosco proposed a Managed Service solution which presented a
blended approach, incorporating proactive reviews of the in-scope
environment whilst maintaining the reactive function of customer lead
call logging, akin to a typical reactive service desk.
As part of the managed service Novosco worked with the Progressive
IT team to develop a Change Management procedure which applies
a risk category to every requested change. Understanding the risk
enables Progressive staff to make correct and appropriate decisions
in relation to the IT environment thus ensuring The customer is
protected both in terms of data integrity and the service available.
Novosco implemented an independent monitoring and management
stack, accessed by key contracted Novosco support staff over a secured,

“Novosco’s managed service
has allowed our in-house IT
department to focus on our
core business of providing
high quality service to our
customers and members.
Their service orientated
approach means any issues
are dealt with quickly and
efficiently.”

private and dedicated network connection. This ensures only Progressive
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the Novosco management infrastructure. With no reliance on primary or
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secondary network connectivity, Novosco can guarantee constant access
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to the environment, even in the event of total MPLS failure. Novosco
monitoring software reports in “real-time”, enabling contracted staff to
build intelligence based profiles of the Progressive environment. Indepth
understanding of the data enables staff to model the trend analytics
to ensure issues related to typical hardware and software failures are
avoided through proactive resolution practices.

Business results & benefits
The solution implemented by Novosco has increased confidence in the
capability of the backup, disaster recovery, and virtualisation platform’s
ability to execute in line with customer demand. Progressive are assured
that common risk areas are continually reviewed, with a daily resolution
eliminating any repeat issues.

Since implementing Novosco’s managed
services, the Progressive IT department
has been able to spend more time on core
business application development and
improving their end user experience.
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